Riverscapes on the Rhine
Attitude and Prospects

describes and analyzes the urban Rhine in the Cologne/Bonn region. It highlights potential for the future development of urban spaces according to a jointly elaborated blueprint. Designs by renowned planners and architects provide initial perspectives for this section of the Rhine. They offer suggestions for other riverscapes. See page 16.

Riverscapes in Cologne/Bonn
Good Regional Practice

provides sixteen examples of good building practice which have visibly enhanced the Rhine banks in the region. It also presents plans and concepts which add quality to the riverscape and generate added value for the region. See page 134.

Riverscapes in Europe


describes eighty-two successful projects as a source of inspiration for waterside planning and development. The projects range from floating homes in Maasbommel through riverside parks in Frankfurt/Main to the design of public spaces in Paris. See page 228.

Navigation

The Navigation system simplifies the process of locating models to illustrate individual design issues or procedural aspects. It encompasses all the projects analyzed from the Cologne/Bonn region and from around Europe. Seven typologies facilitate finding good examples of outstanding design and three typologies of successful strategies. See page 106.